
H5 Matter Intelligence Wins 2017 Relativity Innovation Award for Best
Innovation: Solution Provider at Relativity Fest

Annual competition honors organizations building outstanding applications and integrations
on top of Relativity and extending the platform to address practice management needs

H5, a leading provider of eDiscovery and technology-assisted review services, announced today that the
company’s H5 Matter Intelligence solution has been awarded Relativity’s 2017 Innovation Award in the
category of Best Innovation: Solution Provider.

H5 Matter Intelligence is a multi-faceted application that provides Relativity users a powerful suite of dynamic
tools to help maximize their eDiscovery hosting experience. Comprising modules for billing and resource
management, internal and cross-organization collaboration, and infrastructure monitoring for IaaS clients, the
solution provides extensive real-time visibility into hosted matters for maximum knowledge and project control.
Customizable, automated notifications and reporting provide timely intelligence for ongoing project oversight
so that users can take immediate action to keep their matters on track.

“We were happy to participate in this competition alongside such exciting solutions and are thrilled to have
won this Innovation Award,” said Jason Richard, Senior Director, eDiscovery at H5. “We look forward to
coming back next year as we continue to work towards even more innovative solutions to enable cost-effective
and intuitive ways for our clients to manage their eDiscovery needs.”

The Relativity Innovation Awards is an annual competition celebrating organizations that use Relativity in
creative ways, solving difficult or unique challenges within and outside of e-discovery. Relativity announced
the winners during a special ceremony at Relativity Fest, the annual e-discovery conference that was held
October 22-25 in Chicago. This three-day event brought together nearly 2,000 attendees from around the world
to engage in panel discussions, hands-on labs, breakout sessions, and insights from both Relativity team
members and end users.

“We’re excited to congratulate H5 on winning Best Innovation: Solution Provider at the 2017 Relativity
Innovation Awards,” said Perry Marchant, vice president of engineering at Relativity. “With Matter
Intelligence, they showed us new ways to tackle collaboration and reporting in Relativity, and provided a great
example of what can be accomplished with a great partnership and an open platform. ”

H5, a full-service eDiscovery company acclaimed for technology-assisted review and search expertise is
currently expanding their product offerings for eDiscovery clients. “Since H5’s inception, we’ve had a forward-
thinking product development team creating cutting-edge analytics, search, and technology-assisted Review
(TAR) solutions for use by our own experts,” said Mr. Richard. "Now, as our clients demand new and
innovative solutions for their own use, we’re very excited to be providing products that put the power of H5’s
technology and expertise in their hands.”

About H5
H5 is a leading provider of eDiscovery and technology-assisted review services. We are dedicated to finding
information that our clients need to win cases, meet regulatory requirements and address risks before they
become liabilities. By combining advanced technologies with expertise in search and information analysis, we
deliver customized solutions to help corporations and law firms meet their litigation discovery, legal
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compliance and information management objectives. With expertise in all aspects of the eDiscovery process,
we excel at managing and delivering processing, hosting and related services and have recently expanded our
offerings to include Relativity-integrated products for use by our Relativity-hosting client base. Please contact
info@h5.com for more information or visit our website at http://www.h5.com.

About Relativity
At Relativity, we make software to help users organize data, discover the truth, and act on it. Our e-discovery
platform is used by more than 13,000 organizations around the world – in the cloud, on-premises, or both – to
manage large volumes of data and quickly identify key issues during litigation, internal investigations, and
compliance projects. Relativity has over 160,000 active users in 40+ countries from organizations including the
U.S. Department of Justice, more than 70 Fortune 100 companies, and 199 of the Am Law 200. As a platform,
Relativity also allows developers to design, build, and integrate applications that extend its functionality.
Relativity has been named one of Chicago's Top Workplaces by the Chicago Tribune for six consecutive years.
Please contact Relativity at sales@relativity.com or visit http://www.relativity.com for more information.
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Contact Information
Shelley Podolny
H5
http://www.h5.com
(212) 818-1600

Jason Richard
H5
http://
(415) 606-7679
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